Frame your course for the curriculum

- Develop learning objectives, titles, and course descriptions to render transparent the intellectual project

- Design or revise courses to align with your goals

- Design your syllabus & Canvas site

A well designed course deserves to be explained well

Design or revise assignments

- Modify assignments from revising prompts to writing rubrics

- Brainstorm new modalities from timelines to podcasts

- Test assignments with students in our learning lab

- Scaffold assignments to your summative assessments

Incorporate new tech & strategies

- Add something new

- Adopt new teaching technologies: seamlessly integrate anything from polling to 3-D modeling

- Consult on the best use of course time: rethink the relationship between in-class & out of class work

- Coordinate with other teaching support units: find and figure out how to incorporate campus resources

Support in-flight while you teach

- Support & train your Teaching Fellows: we can develop custom support for your teaching staff

- Host course-related events: our learning lab can host special events

- Trouble shoot: need to change to your plans? we can help
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